
Since the early 1900s, Herman Miller has been synonymous with high-quality “modern” furniture.  They are 

responsible not only for iconic pieces like the Eames chair and Noguchi table, but also for the look-and-feel 

of the modern, modular American office. They focus not just on great design, but also on the environment, 

the community, and the health and well-being of their employees. 
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”Whether your world is an office, a school, a home, or a 
hospital—and whether you are a customer, an employee, 
a shareholder, or a member of our community—we work 
hard to create a better world around you.”

For more than a century Herman Miller has made worker quality-of-life and work/life balance a cornerstone 

of their business.  In 2016, they ranked among the Healthiest Workplaces in America.  They are frequently 

cited by Fortune magazine as among the “Most Admired” and “100 Best Companies to Work For” in the U.S., 

largely because of their corporate wellness program and people-focused policies.  

A HOTLOGIC CASE STUDY



Herman Miller’s manufacturing operation relies on a three-shift system.  In their Zeeland, Michigan 

manufacturing and corporate headquarters they need to feed hundreds of employees per shift.  

Although their first shift workers (who are in the building during regular business hours) enjoy 

access to a variety of dining options, these dwindle for workers on later shifts:  

First-shift workers can grab a meal at any number of local restaurants, or stay on site where Herman 

Miller offers convenient in-building micro-markets, break rooms outfitted with refrigerators and 

microwaves, and a full cafeteria serving breakfast and lunch, with healthy, vegetarian, and quick-

serve choices.  Second-shift workers have fewer options, either relying on the break rooms or leaving 

the campus to find an open fast-food drive-thru.  The third shift has their choice of the break room 

microwaves or vending machines.

As Shannon Bell, Food Service Manager at Herman Miller’s Zeeland facility, explained, “We have a 

‘Well Being Team’ because we want to take care of employees’ complete physical and emotional well 

being. Offering employees their choice of salads and entrees fits with that.  Leaving them with little 

to choose from but candy bars or chips--that didn’t sit well.”  

While Shannon felt they were doing right by their first-shift workers, the limited--and often low-

quality--food options for later-shift workers was vexing.  

And limited options didn’t just take their toll on workers’ waistlines:  With the heavy second- and 

third-shift reliance on microwaves to reheat and prepare several hundred meals on a daily basis, 

Herman Miller was replacing multiple commercial microwaves each month—at an annual cost of 

more than $9,000.  

Herman Miller decided to refit their break rooms to address this challenge.  These rooms serve about 

one hundred workers per shift, with the second- and third-shift crews relying on them most heavily.  

Shannon’s team left the existing microwaves in place, but added several HotLogic 8 Intelligent Ovens 

to each break room.

A HotLogic 8 contains eight independent “SmartShelves.™” A SmartShelf is a fully automatic food-

prep technology: an individually monitored, microprocessor-controlled conduction cooker.  This is 

even easier than “set & forget”: Place a food item on the SmartShelf in a flat-bottomed container.  

The shelf takes its temperature, gently brings the food to 165ºF, then holds it at perfect serving 

temperature for up to 12 hours.    

There are no buttons, no settings, no waiting in line, and no clean-up.  Workers set their lunches on 

a SmartShelf on the way in, and don’t give it a second thought until lunchtime.  The food is always 

safely and evenly heated (no cold spots), never overcooked (no rubbery pizza crust or dried out 

edges), and ready to eat immediately (no waiting for it to cool off enough to touch).  Food is ready 

in 45 to 75 minutes—and stays that way until the end of their shift, if need be. 

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION



Herman Miller was shocked by the popularity of their new HotLogic 8s. ”It’s crazy how quickly our em-

ployees grabbed a hold of this!” Shannon said.  Workers aren’t just pleased that their meals come out tast-

ing better (especially leftovers), but they’re no longer wasting most of their break standing in line to use 

the microwave.  Employees love it—they just grab their lunch and go!  We hardly use the microwaves now.”  

An unforeseen benefit came in cost savings, Shannon explained: “An eight-shelf HotLogic 8 does the job 

of eight microwaves.  That’s a substantial decrease in microwave use, and a substantial decrease in micro-

wave replacement.  Also, since the HotLogic 8 power consumption is relatively stable [compared to the 

usage-spikes from a microwave], the peak energy use is much lower, requiring fewer dedicated circuits, 

and allowing us to increase overall capacity per station.  On top of all that, the maintenance cost is a lot 

lower:  less cleaning involved, and far lower failure rates.”

Following their trial run, Herman Miller has committed to refitting their cafeteria with HotLogic 8s.  Once 

these are in place, the cafeteria will be able to stock them with prepared “grab-n-go” meals before closing 

each day.  Second- and third-shift workers will then enjoy the benefits of Herman Miller’s comprehensive 

food service, while Herman Miller will see a nudge up in their sustainability and worker satisfaction--all 

without increasing facility operating costs.

THE RESULTS

NEXT STEPS

“Employees love it—they just grab their lunch and go!  
We hardly use the microwaves now.”  



Del Lankheet, Workplace Project Manager: “I love the 
low energy use.  Employees love the convenience of 
‘Grab and Go’ hot meals.  This is easily one of the best 
technology roll-outs we’ve ever had.”

Shannon Bell, Food Service Manager:  “I was replacing 
three to four microwaves every month.  But trouble with 
a SmartShelf is rare, and HotLogic is always there for us!  
It’s been a stress free relationship.”

Jake Wisner, Managing Director, Hot Logic: “This isn’t 
about a product that we have; it’s about changing spaces 
in order to change people’s lives for the betterment of 
all. If we can help someone get back just 5 or 10 minutes 
each day, that’s 40 hours over the course of a year that 
comes back to them.”
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